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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54wc1r-toAw

https://youtu.be/qbAcY4lt_jA

Our Spiritual Heart: a psycho-spiritual companion workbook is

designed to be an adjunct for those who have taken the online free

“Open Your Heart For Everyone“ workshops or who participated in

Natural Way of Living “Open Heart" workshops. This companion can

also be used by people who are able to feel the beautiful and

enjoyable benefits of practicing the “Open Heart Meditation” of

Irmansyah Effendi which can be found at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54wc1r-toAw

We have spent the better part of our lives educating our minds;

however, during our educational experience, we may have failed to

truly understand and experience our spiritual heart. Yet we know the

“heart” is important because we constantly hear phrases such as:

“Follow your heart,”  “Listen to your heart,”  “I knew it in my heart,” and

“Speak from your heart.” Despite this inner knowing about the

importance of the heart, most people emphasize the mind. Yet, we

never hear people say: “I knew it in the core of my brain.” This is not a

coincidence. Our deepest knowing, our deepest connections, and

our deepest most fulfilling experiences in life are accessed

through our heart.   Our mind is not the enemy. However, it can only

serve our highest good and become a true ally when it comes into

proper alignment with our spiritual heart.

Additionally, a guided heart strengthening and preparation can be

found at:

https://youtu.be/qbAcY4lt_jA

BACKGROUND

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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beginning and not jump around or skip over any chapters because

each chapter can bring insights to be utilized with the chapters that

follow. The Home Joy provided for each chapter is the means by which

you can improve your heart connection and integrate the insights

being provided in this eBook. You can print the eBook and write in

your responses in the places provided in the Home Joy sections.

What we will be covering in the pages to come may challenge how

you view yourself. It may also challenge some of the ways in which you

approach life and the conclusions you draw. Most of us are

conditioned by the environment in which we grew up. This has a direct

impact on how we perceive our stressors and react to our

environment.  For the most part, what we have been calling “reality” is

a world that is created by our life experiences, past wounds, and living

our lives with a dominant mind. Yet many of us have come to realize

that life is not just about us and we are not meant to function as if we

are the center of the Universe. The unconditional love of True Source

exists for every being, regardless of their imperfections. We are part of

a unity and our spiritual heart’s connection to True Source is the

means by which we can experience our deepest gratitude and our

deepest joy and fulfilment.   A new world with greater clarity, joy, and

wisdom awaits us. 

Read on, explore, and enjoy. 

Some people question, ”How do we know that our non-physical  /

spiritual heart is real?” We know we have a mind and a brain, yet we

can only find our brain under an X-ray or MRI machine, not our mind

because it is non-physical. Medical science has come to accept the

validity of acupuncture, yet the energy channels (meridians) upon

which acupuncture is based, are also non-physical. In a similar way,

our spiritual heart is non-physical.

When we learn to experience our spiritual heart, it can become as

real, and feel even more valid, than our mind. When our spiritual heart

begins to open through our connection with our Creator, the True

Source of Unconditional Love and the Source of our true self, it feels

profoundly genuine and authentic compared to how we feel when our

mind is dominant.

Opening our spiritual heart is not achieved through a mental or visual

process. It is not about how good we can get or how perfect we can

be. The actual opening of our spiritual heart happens through our

heart’s direct connection with True Source. In this eBook, True Source

is a universal term to describe God, Creator, Higher Power or any

terminology of your choice that refers to the True Source of

Unconditional Love and the Source of our true self.

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF THIS WORKBOOK 

The “Open Your Heart for Everyone” free online workshop series and

Open Heart Meditation on YouTube provides a foundation to begin

opening our spiritual heart: a foundation necessary to fully benefit

from this psycho-spiritual companion workbook. Additionally,

continued practice of heart strengthening, the Open Heart Meditation

and other heart exercises greatly enhance the material of this

workbook. Also, it is important to start at the  
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O u r  D o m i n a n t  M i n d

Chapter 1
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O u r  D o m i n a n t  M i n d

Chapter 1

As a psychologist I am frequently asked, “What is the most important

thing you can teach me about life?” My response is that the key to

living a balanced, productive life along with positive, healthy, and

meaningful relationships is to learn how to instantly shift into positive,

abundant, heart-felt feelings. Being able to access this experience is

the key to making wise choices, and enjoying true happiness that can

only come from within our spiritual heart. For when we become heart-

centered, our innate heart wisdom and heart intelligence are

activated. Only then are we able to manage our emotions and our

reactions to emotionally-laden situations. We learn to do this naturally,

and in a way that we are unable to when the mind is dominant. By

living with an open heart, we perceive the events in our life very

differently as well. We feel significantly less stressed, and less

burdened, and our relationships are much healthier as a result. We

reduce the tendency towards burnout and learn to experience what it

means to thrive rather than strive. 

O u r  D o m i n a n t  M i n d

LIMITATIONS OF LIVING A MIND-DOMINATED LIFE

It is important to clarify that our mind is not the enemy. However,

problems arise when our mind/brain becomes too dominant. Most of

us have experienced the stress and uncomfortable emotions that

arise when our mind is stubbornly in charge. Our mind is necessary to

carry out our responsibilities in the world. But in order to lead a truly

successful life, as demonstrated by healthy and fulfilled relationships,

the mind cannot be the captain of our ship.

01
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Rather, the mind is meant to be a

true friend and ally, carrying out the

orders of an awakened spiritual

heart. Only then can our innate

heart wisdom guide our daily

choices and decisions. This is the

configuration that supports us in

living a well-balanced and fulfilled

life.

Every day our mind convinces us that it is normal to experience

emotional reactions such as disappointment, frustration, worry,

arrogance, pride, greed, anxiety, and resentment, to name just a few.

Most of us do not fully realize the extent to which we judge ourselves

and all of the subtle ways we judge others. It is important for us to

realize that these emotional reactions are not absolute fact. We have

come to believe they are real, but these reactions amount to a story

created in the world of our mind.

When the mind is dominant and the heart is closed, we frequently

experience multiple emotional reactions and judgments towards

others and ourselves within the span of our day. In doing so, we move

and act in the world in alignment with those limiting patterns, with our

dominant mind running the show. The wisdom of our heart remains

dormant. This can lead to poor choices, increased reactivity, stress in

our interpersonal relationships, and physical/emotional exhaustion.
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From this place, we posture; we defend our turf, our ways, our habits;

and we tend to believe our position as being absolute truth. From our

interactions with others as well as from examining our own lives, the

challenges of living with a dominant mind should be evident.

In my role as a psychologist I have worked with thousands of clients.

Throughout this experience it has become clear to me that people

typically tend to create reasons and excuses for why they have a right

to be angry, upset, and feel burdened or disturbed. It is so easy for us

to blame circumstances as the reason for our emotions.

Unfortunately, we are the ones who suffer because on some level we

have convinced ourselves that we are benefiting from staying

connected to our emotional reactions. When the mind is dominant, it

is capable of convincing us to hold onto resentment, anger, and un-

forgiveness for years, if not a lifetime.

We often make excuses to justify why we have a right to these

emotional responses. But these justifications do not serve us. They

feed upon themselves, they fester, and they block us spiritually from

becoming who we truly are. We fail to realize that we are able to

function at our best only when our spiritual heart is open through a

direct connection with True Source, the Source of Unconditional Love

and the Source of our true self.  It is only by living with an open

spiritual heart that our inner wisdom guides us to make choices that

nourish and benefit all aspects of our lives.

When our mind is dominant, we also tend to

find it more difficult to compromise, or to

see things outside of our box.  This has a

direct effect on our relationships at work,

as well as with our family and our

communities. 
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The emotional pain people experience is the result of living a mind-

dominant life and allowing our mind to guide us instead of our

spiritual heart. When the mind is dominant, our heart is closed and our

innate heart wisdom goes dormant. When we allow our mind to

always be in charge, we can also experience feelings of isolation and

separateness. We may not realize the extent to which we are feeling

disconnected in our lives because living with a dominant mind may be

all we have ever known.

Living with a dominant mind is like having a vertebra in your spine

being out of place. When a vertebra is out of alignment, it can

manifest as pain in other parts of the body, creating imbalances in an

attempt to compensate.  When our mind is dominant, referred pain

can show up in our level of distress.  For example, this can include

frustration, agitation, disappointment, anger, guilt, insecurity or

sadness.  Although we may not have previously viewed it this way,

when we experience arrogance, vanity, pride, greed, and judgment

toward others, this is, in a sense, the referred pain from a dominant

mind that is clearly in charge.  A dominant mind can create

imbalances in the physical, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual

aspects of our being.

We have to be willing to face our limitations

so we can properly and accurately assess the

patterns that are preventing us from a deeper

level of personal and spiritual fulfillment. For

instance, when we hit a plateau or feel stuck

in our lives, it is highly likely our dominate mind

is involved. The mind can be very creative in

selling us a bill of goods that leads us in

circles or keeps us trapped in our box.
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To begin to honestly recognize our shortcomings, it is important to

open the door to our spiritual heart so that Love and Light can shine on

the aspects of ourselves that are hiding. Realizing our limitations can

be a challenge because we are acclimated to them and don’t see

them, or because we are embarrassed by them and judge ourselves

harshly.

It would be most beneficial for us to examine some of the patterns

that result from living with a dominant mind that has often been

stubbornly in charge. On the following pages, you will find exercises,

or "Home Joy". Please be relaxed and not serious when doing the

Home Joy. This is about helping us to recognize some of our limitations

so we can reduce our resistance toward letting the Unconditional Love

of True Source help us.
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During your self-reflections, please do not be self-critical.  We all

have limiting patterns and it is a joy to realize what they are

because we can then bring them into the light so that True

Source Love can cleanse our spiritual heart and remove them.

We are all in process and it is a gift to become aware of our

limiting patterns.

HOME JOY

Scan your recent life, like watching a movie, and become aware of

some of the emotional reactions that you typically experience ( i.e.,

frustration, agitation, worry, anger, insecurity, guilt, arrogance, greed,

jealousy, pride, vanity, resentments, dissatisfaction, judgment of self or

others, etc.)

Who are these emotional reactions typically directed toward? 

Where are they occurring (with family, friends, home, work, etc.)?

In what ways do you judge yourself?

In what ways do you judge others?

What are typical reasons you use to justify having these emotional

reactions or judgments toward them?

Recognize that you have these judgments and emotional reactions,

even if you feel justified in your responses. 

How does it feel to realize that these reactive patterns are the by-

product of a mind that is dominant?

Is it clear that these patterns imprison us and do not serve us?

Who do you see or find imperfections in most readily?  
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Here is the really good news. True Source Love is present in every

moment to cleanse our heart and remove our limiting patterns. 

Now that you have examined some of your limiting patterns, it is time

to enjoy Open Heart Meditation to allow True Source to Bless our

heart and remove our patterns and replace them with Love and Light 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=54wc1r-toAw

Please continue enjoying Open Heart Meditation frequently so that

True Source Love can continue to help you more and more.

You can also use this Home Joy to be more specific on how True

Source Love can help you. For example, if this Home Joy helped you to

become aware that you have a lot of resentment toward your mother

in-law, you can specifically say her name when forgiving others during

Open Heart Meditation.
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Based on the previous Home Joy, you have likely come to realize that

we spend a significant amount of time living in a limiting mental

state, driven by emotional reactions. In some ways, we live in our own

personal soap opera that seems so real, so believable, and so

normal. But many of us also sense that there is something much

deeper within us, the core of who we really are, something beyond

our emotional reactivity, pushed buttons and judgment of ourselves

and others. The core of who we really are is beyond the

limitations and perceptions we impose on ourselves. We can

experience a fulfilled and joyful life only when our spiritual heart is

open and our mind becomes a friend carrying out the wisdom of our

heart.

Our spiritual heart is the doorway that leads to an experience of

freedom and personal fulfillment that cannot be found through the

passage of our mind. Our heart is the connection to the core of who

we truly are. It is the key to experiencing true happiness, joy, and

personal fulfillment.

How open is our spiritual heart? Our mind may be very impressed

with how open we think our spiritual heart is. From personal

experience, I can assure you that while we may “believe” that our

heart is fully open, it does not mean it necessarily is. What you are

experiencing now is only a small fraction of what awaits as you allow

yourself to experience deeper levels of surrender and openness to

accepting the Unconditional Love of True Source.  

O u r  S p i r i t u a l  H e a r t  

02
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From my past experience of diligently practicing mindful based

approaches for over 25 years, I have come to realize that using our

mind as the key to open our spiritual heart is a limited and shallow

approach.  It is only the Unconditional Love of True Source that opens

our spiritual heart, not us, not our doing, not how good we are, or how

good we can get. Most of all, an intimacy with True Source, our

Creator, begins to grow and become sweeter and more beautiful

than anything else we have ever experienced before.

We often hear people say, “I knew it in the core of my heart,” yet we

never hear anyone say, “I knew it in the core of my brain.” We have a

brain and a mind, but these are not the essence of who we are. Our

true self, our spirit, is the spark of our Creator, and it resides in the

core of our spiritual heart.  This is the essence of why our spiritual

heart is so special. It is the connector to who we truly are in

relationship with True Source. Yet our spiritual heart is filled with

density and layers of blockages that were created from living our life

with our ego and dominant mind running the show.  This is why Open

Heart Meditation and the other heart practices are so important. They

allow our connection with True Source to begin cleansing our heart

from impurities created from all the times we have lived with a

dominant mind.

I would like to emphasize again, that our spiritual heart is the

doorway to the most intimate relationship between who we really are

at the deepest core level of our being, and with our Source, our

Creator.  From my perspective, to live this life and not develop our

sacred relationship with True Source is missing the point of our our

spiritual journey.  It is so easy to get caught up in the struggles of

everyday life and forget about what truly matters. This is why I felt to

remind you that our spiritual relationship with True Source needs to

become a priority in our life. The outcome of this is a happier, more

joyful, fulfilling and content life.
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HOME JOY

What ideas have you had in the past about the best way to open

your spiritual heart?  What methods, techniques did you think would

work best to open your spiritual heart?

How does it feel to consider that no amount of “doing” or “effort”

on your part and no “special talent” you think you may have, can

open your spiritual heart?

Are you able to accept that no level of personal determination,

concentration, intention, or perseverance can properly open your

spiritual heart?

Although determination, concentration, intention and

perseverance are typically considered positive qualities, they

actually prevent us from properly allowing our spiritual heart

to open and even block or constrict our heart. The reason is

that we are attempting to use our mind to do what the Love of

True Source is designed and waiting to do for us.
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If you are unable to accept this, are you willing to consider that you

may be limited by arrogance, thinking you can do more to open

your spiritual heart than what the Unconditional Love of True Source

can do for us?

Most of us are still carrying a part that thinks it is up to us to get

better and better, and that only we can open our heart by using

our best efforts and determination. It is very normal to think this

way, as it is through our efforts and determination that we have

accomplished many other things in our lives. Being in charge of

improving our performance is what we were taught. Therefore, it

seems quite logical that the same rules would apply to opening

our spiritual heart.  Most of us view our special talents, abilities

and efforts as being strengths. While they help us to achieve

accomplishments in our day-to-day life, they are not capable of

opening our spiritual heart.

As we begin to allow ourselves to realize that only the Love of

True Source can open our spiritual heart, not us, we are able to

begin experiencing a level of spiritual humbleness that we may

never have felt before.  And it is this humility that allows us to

foster and grow our relationship with True Source, the Source of

who we really are.
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Self-reflect on what this means to you.  

How does it feel to realize that only True Source Love can open our

spiritual heart? Feel free to journal any insights and realizations you

have about this.

Please continue to enjoy daily Open Heart Meditation

and the other heart exercises you learned in the Open

Your Heart for Everyone or Open Heart Workshops.
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True Heart Feelings
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A fish that only knows the boundaries of its fish tank cannot realize

the splendor of the sea. If we have lived our lives with a dominant

mind, we only know what we know from living this way. What we call

happiness or joy is limited to that which our mind is capable of

comprehending or experiencing. 

Likewise, what we call personal fulfillment may be a very limited

version of what’s possible. Only our spiritual heart is capable of

experiencing the vast depths of happiness, gratitude, and joy that we

all seek, as well as forgiveness at the deepest level, allowing us to

surrender and release our burdens. In order to experience an

enhanced level of well-being, I feel it is crucial to be open to new

ways of approaching our spiritual journey.  

I have spent many years working with people who knew they were

living the last chapter of their life. Many of them engaged in a

process to try to make sense of their personal history. They were

aware that their life was coming to a close and were seeking clarity,

meaning, or confirmation. The ways they attempted to do this were

quite revealing.

One such client was an 85 year old woman whose cognitions were

fully intact, but whose physical condition was quite frail. On her wall

hung pictures of herself as a young woman, and showed her as

stunning, full of enthusiasm and life. Sometimes it is a bit shocking to

see pictures like this when next to you is the same person transformed

by age, withered and frail, who would shortly be leaving their earthly

form.

T r u e  H e a r t  F e e l i n g s

03
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She had obviously lived a long life. Yet what I discovered was that to

her and other seniors, out of all of these hours and years of living, only

a small number of events had a deeply meaningful impact on them.

These might include their marriage, the birth of child, a special

moment in nature, or a deep experience with prayer. It could have

even been riding a bike down a hill, feeling so free, or perhaps a time

at the beach collecting sea shells. It could have been as simple as

watching a baby bird being fed a worm while feeling the awe of life.

These kinds of events provide people with a way to temporarily lose

awareness of their ego identity and mind-dominant states as they

became immersed in the magnificent beauty of the moment.  They

considered such events to be magical moments in their lives, which

left a wonderful, lasting, meaningful memory. The experiences were

felt deeply in their heart, and were much more meaningful than the

day-to-day experiences of living in the mind.

Typically, people living out the last chapter

of their life are also drawn back to their

unresolved issues, which can surface in

one form or another as life comes to an

end. If they have anger, guilt, shame,

disappointment, non-forgiveness, or

resentment, they continue carrying a lot of

heavy burdens. They feel the weight of

unresolved issues, and can even be

haunted by them. People often revisit

emotions related to feeling abandoned

and rejected by others. These create a lot

of pressure and burdens on their heart.
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Let’s get back to the positive peak memories that many seniors have

and enjoy reflecting on towards the end of life. If I asked them, “What

part of you was so deeply touched when you had that wonderful

moving experience?”, without fail they made a gesture and touched

the center of their chest (the non-physical spiritual heart).  They do

not raise their hand and touch their head when describing their most

memorable, joy-filled moments. If we reflect back on our own lives,

we will most likely have the same response. It is in our spiritual heart-

center where we feel deeply moved, joyful, or grateful.

These True Heart Feelings are the natural by-products of our

spiritual heart that exist because our heart has a direct connection

with True Source, the Source of Unconditional Love and the Source of

our true self.

True Heart Feelings include

Peace

Calmness

Lightness

Warmth

Joy

Cared for

Love

Beauty

Expansion

Happiness

Gentleness

Appreciation

Gratitude
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Most of us recognize that we do not exist independently.  For

example, physically we have a symbiotic relationship with plants,

trees and the algae in the ocean that provides the oxygen needed to

sustain us. And while we are unique, we are also very similar at the

same time. This is demonstrated through our DNA. Many of us have

come to realize that humanity is our family From my perspective, the

greatest gift we have is our spiritual heart. As previously shared, what

makes our spiritual heart so special is that it is the doorway to our

deepest connection with our Creator.  In my feeing, to live on earth

and not allow True Source Love to open our spiritual heart is a failed

opportunity because we missed out on what the bigger purpose of

life is really about.

Some people may say, “Why are you so caught up in thinking you have

to relate and describe True Source as a Source of Unconditional

Love? Why don’t you just call it ‘Universal Energy’ or the quantum

field?” When a mother is breastfeeding her newborn baby, the

beautiful unifying bond between them is something that we know is

universally experienced in all cultures. It is clear to the mother, as well

as to those who are touched by seeing the bond between the mother

and child, that this is not an “energy exchange.” To use the word

energy to describe the relationship between the mother and baby

seems inappropriate. This bond is based on something that is

profoundly beyond energy.

The bond of love is so deep that the mother is clearly capable of

going against her strongest survival instincts, being willing to sacrifice

her life to save her child.

To those who allow True Source Love to open their spiritual heart, it

becomes clear that our heart does not live in separation from other

hearts and that there is a bond of Unconditional Love, a link, between

our personal spiritual heart and something that is beyond us.
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As our spiritual heart connection awakens and opens, it becomes

clear that this is not a bond or connection with a neutral "energy

field." The connection between our spiritual heart and True Source

has an intimate joyous quality that is softer and profoundly gentler

than anything we might have ever felt before. This profound

gentleness resembles the kind of gentleness experienced by a baby

who is resting and melting in her mother’s arms 

without a care in the world.

As we begin to let go of our mind-dominant patterns, a connection

naturally opens between our spiritual heart and True Source. We feel

nurtured, safe and Unconditionally Loved. We come to realize that

Love is always the most gentle. As our experience becomes even

more sublimely gentle, we begin to realize from direct experience of

our spiritual heart that we are loved unconditionally and completely,

no matter what we have ever done in the past. This leads to

emotional healing that can be incredibly transformative. The first step

in this process is learning to become comfortable experiencing these

True Heart Feelings.

There are number of levels and depths associated with True Heart

Feelings. Open Heart Meditation helps us to cleanse our heart so that

our heart is more open, expanded, free and able to enjoy deeper

levels of these feelings.  Our spirituality becomes expressed in the

world as we learn to integrate True Heart Feelings, such as peace,

calm, joy and gratitude into our daily moment to moment

experiences.

Mothers are capable of displaying

unconditional love for their baby. The infant

may yell and scream, dirty their diaper, or

coo with the sweetest smile. The healthy

mother loves the child all the same, whether

the child is being naughty or sweet.
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HOME JOY

Take a moment to remember a special time in your life that you

valued because you felt deeply moved.  Close your eyes. Do not

focus on the scenery or the details. Allow yourself to remember the

beautiful feelings you had at that time, and allow yourself re-

experience those feelings.

Now, realize that those nice feelings in your chest area exist

because your spiritual heart is connected to True Source, the

Source of Unconditional Love and the Source of our true self.

If you did not feel anything, it is likely because you were caught up in

imagining the scene and re-living details rather than allowing yourself

to experience the feelings you had in that moment.

To help us experience the ways we block True Heart Feelings: 

1. Re-experience the positive feelings from that beautiful memory 

again. Now try harder to enjoy those feelings. What happened? 

2. Re-experience the positive feelings from that beautiful memory

again, but this time expect something or look for what is next.  

 What happened?
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3. Now allow yourself to re-experience the positive feelings

associated with your beautiful memory. This time, observe those

feelings. Be as mindful as you can be while observing those

feelings. What happened? 

If you were able to realize how: (1) trying,  (2) expecting/looking for

what’s next, and (3) observing, diminished True Heart Feelings, then you

got the essence of this home joy.

It is important to understand how we limit True Heart Feelings so that

we can begin to experience them more often and more deeply.

When we “try” to strengthen your true heart feelings, they

become weaker and fade. Trying makes our mind more

dominant.

When you “expect” something to happen, you are in a

mental state that blocks your ability to properly experience

your heart because you are looking for “what’s next”.

When you are “observing,” you more distant from your

spiritual heart because our heart is accessed through “feeling”.   

Some may be very surprised to realize that being more mindful

did not improve the quality of True Heart Feelings.
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When you “expect” something to happen, you are in a

mental state that blocks your ability to properly experience

your heart because you are looking for “what’s next”.

When you are “observing,” you more distant from your

spiritual heart because our heart is accessed through “feeling”.   

Some may be very surprised to realize that being more mindful

did not improve the quality of True Heart Feelings.

Can you recognize that observing and being as mindful as you

could be, did not improve the quality of the True Heart Feelings?

Observing actually diminishes the feeling. This is because True Heart

Feelings are experienced at the level of the heart and not at the level

of the mind. When you are observing, you are again in a mental state

and are less connected to your heart. You may even notice when

observing that your awareness is in your head, and you are actually

"looking" at the heart below.  

Experience the beautiful feelings again, and see if you can just

relax more so that trying, expecting and observing is decreased.

What was your experience this time? Repeat until it is clear.

Note:  Even if we think we are not trying, observing, or expecting, to

some degree we still are. We may not yet realize that observing,

expecting or trying is related to the fact that we are using our mental

efforts.  As you continue to practice Open Heart Meditation, or take

additional Open Heart Workshops, it will get easier to feel more

comfortable letting go of the parts of us that still try, expect, and

observe. As that process unfolds, True Source Love will be able to open

our spiritual heart more and more so that we can experience levels joy,

happiness and freedom that we were never able to experience through

the mind. 

Please continue to enjoy Open Heart Meditation and other

exercises you enjoyed in the Open Your Heart for Everyone or

Open Heart Workshops. 
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Emotions and the Mind

Chapter 4
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Emotions and the Mind

Chapter 4
I have had many clients ask me to hypnotize them or put them into a

trance. When this happens, I simply smile and say in the kindest tone

possible, that there’s no need for me to put them in a trance as they

are already in one. Many of us are living our lives in a trance-like

state, controlled by fear, worry, insecurity, judgment, greed,

arrogance and many of the other mental preoccupations of our day-

to-day lives. If we honestly examine the patterns that play out in our

mind on a typical day, we will come to understand that much of our

mental and emotional makeup runs on automatic pilot. My feeling is

that when we surrender and let True Source Love open our spiritual

heart, we are actually awakening from the trances of everyday life.

E m o t i o n s  a n d  t h e  M i n d

04
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We think we are in charge, but are we really? 

The auto-pilot mode that is triggered when our mind is dominant

allows thoughts and emotions to the forefront that we are not

consciously choosing to experience. One minute we can be frustrated

over something that happened a week ago, and the next minute we

fear a root canal appointment coming up at the end of the month.

Then, we are angry because we think the car mechanic charged us

too much money to fix our brakes, and suddenly we are feeling proud

of our son who made the honor role at school. Two minutes later, we

doubt ourselves and the next minute we are on cloud nine, thinking

about the concert we are going to see that evening. Within a ten

minute period, our minds can take us on a roller coaster ride filled

with mental trips and emotional swings. For many people this can

goes on throughout the day, from the time we wake up until the time

we go to sleep. Did we consciously choose to go to all these places?

If we are honest with ourselves, the answer is probably not.

For the most part, our mental preoccupations and emotional

adventures happen without our permission. It is as if our thoughts are

running us. When we get triggered, we do not say, “Now I am

choosing to spend the next five minutes in worry, judgment or anger.”

We create emotional reactions when we are head-centered. Our

mind reacts because of past thoughts, experiences and unsettled

memories that activate our emotions. Unlike emotions, True Heart

Feelings such as peace, calm joy and gratitude are the natural by-

product of our heart. These feelings are also the key to being able to

access our heart wisdom. Our True Heart Feelings and the

intelligence of our heart are always within us, but they remain

dormant when our mind is dominant.
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When we learn to live with an open spiritual heart, we experience our

daily lives in a way that is completely different from when our mind is

in charge. This opening of the heart leads to personal fulfillment

beyond what we can ever experience through the doorway of the

mind. Our heart wisdom is directly related to the quality of how well

we are able to enjoy True Heart Feelings and our gratitude to True

Source. This allows us to feel the inner guidance that comes from our

spiritual connection.

When we become emotional or judgmental, our head takes charge

and our heart closes even more. This affects our thoughts,

perceptions and interpretations of events. It colors our vision, though

we typically do not realize the extent to which we are being affected

by these colored lenses.   By definition, an emotion is a mental

reaction that is subjectively experienced as a strong feeling, usually

directed toward someone or something. It is typically accompanied

by physiological or behavioral changes within the body. Burnout or

exhaustion frequently occurs as a result of being overextended or

emotionally drained.
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When we say: “My heart was broken,” it was not our spiritual heart

that caused this. Due to our emotional entanglement with another

person, which most likely included feelings of being hurt, abandoned,

and rejected, we felt like our heart was broken. When we have very

strong emotions, we might have noticed that a pressure or pain was

experienced in our solar plexus, which is just below the chest cavity.

Sometimes these strong emotions feel as if they are radiating

downward into our gut.  Negative emotions are generated when our

mind is dominant and interpreting an event in a particular way that

results in a visceral reaction. Our heart  becomes contaminated with

an assortment of blockages when our mind is acting as the captain of

the ship. In moments such as these we find reasons or justifications to

become emotionally reactive. But these negative emotions are being

driven by our mind; they never originate within our heart. And it is by

allowing True Source Love to open our heart that we are able to

cleanse these blockages created from negative reactions.

It is fascinating that when our mind is dominant, it can come up with

so many creative excuses to justify the vast array of emotions and

self-critical judgments that we experience. And the mind will even

convince us that it is our right to have all of these emotions, as if they

are serving us in some useful way. Even though we may feel justified

with our judgments or emotional reactions, we end up paying the

“price.”

This price we pay can take the form of a negative outlook, excessive

worrying, feeling overwhelmed, frustration, irritability, inability to

deeply relax, poor choices, impaired concentration, and most of all, a

lack of peace, joy, happiness, and fulfillment.  When we are under the

influence of our dominant mind, we are capable of being very tricky in

how we think, perceive and interpret events.
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It is important that we recognize the signs of emotional exhaustion

because of the detrimental effects it can have on us, physically,

emotionally, cognitively, behaviorally, and spiritually. It also affects

the quality of our relationships.

Below is a list of “signs” which can be used to help us take an

inventory of ourselves. As you read through the list of signs, check all

that apply to you.

____Feeling isolated

____Feeling misunderstood

____Feeling withdrawn from others

____Feeling sad frequently

____Having a short fuse

____Getting triggered easily over small things

____Neglecting responsibilities

____Procrastinating

____Being forgetful more often than usual

____Losing sleep

____Sleeping excessively

____Using alcohol or drugs excessively

____Indulging self with temporary pleasures

____Picking your nails or feeling that you are picking at yourself

____Feeling abandoned or rejected

____Worrying excessively

____Feeling like you want to pace back and forth

____Feeling that you are waiting for the other shoe to drop

____Experiencing physical manifestations that can show up in          

         different ways in the body (i.e. in our digestive, respiratory,    

         circulatory, and other biological systems)

____Feeling guilt or shame

____Feeling hopeless
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____Feeling or thinking, “What is the point of living?”

____Feeling or thinking, “Maybe I would be better off dead”

____Frequently feeling, “What’s in it for me?”

____Frequently needing to make sure “I get a big enough piece of    

         the  pie" in life     

____Feeling like you are walking on eggshells

____Having a sense of insecurity or inadequacy

____Feeling you are being victimized or taken advantage of

____Feeling dissatisfaction

____Feeling too much pride

____Finding yourself getting jealous or envious

____Criticizing yourself

____Criticizing others

____Feeling more-than, superior to, or above others

____Feeling less-than others

____Feeling arrogant

____Feeling self-righteous
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You will be able to refer to this later to determine whether this

psycho-spiritual companion workbook supported you in creating

positive changes. At the completion of this workbook, and after

continuing to enjoy Open Heart Meditation, you can re-evaluate

this list. You will then be able to note any improvements in how

you feel and how you interact and respond to others.

Write a short summary of any insights you have regarding the list

of “signs.”  An example written by one participant was: 

“I have a lot of unnecessary frustration, agitation and friction in my

relationships at work. I am allowing myself to get very triggered at

home by my children.  I am overly critical of myself and feel

dissatisfied with my life.  It is uncomfortable to look at these

things, but helpful because I see the ways that would help me if I

changed. I am looking forward to letting True Source open my

spiritual heart bigger and bigger and learning to really trust that

True Source Love can help me.” 

HOME JOY

After checking all of the “Signs” that apply to you, write a rating of

their intensity on a scale of 1-10 beside each sign that applies. 
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At the end of this workbook, you can also write a summary so that

positive changes and shifts may become more evident to you.

First feel the nice feelings associated with a beautiful heart-

felt memory and enjoy the nice feeling in your chest area.  

Next, for a few seconds, remember a past burden in your life.  

Can you notice how the pressure or tension increases as the

mind becomes more dominant?

Now, go back and remember a beautiful memory and feel

how the chest area becomes lighter and freer.

Let’s see if we can realize the effect that burdens have on

our spiritual heart.

Learning to distinguish between how it feels when we are mind

dominant and how it feels when we are heart centered is

important so that we can learn to live with an open spiritual heart.
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Can you notice how the pressure or tension increases as the

mind becomes more dominant?

Now, go back and remember a beautiful memory and feel

how the chest area becomes lighter and freer.

Let’s see if we can realize the effect that burdens have on

our spiritual heart.

Learning to distinguish between how it feels when we are mind

dominant and how it feels when we are heart centered is

important so that we can learn to live with an open spiritual heart.

Experiencing the heart is not meant to be an altered or peak

experience that happens only occasionally in life. Living as a grateful

heart and enjoying True Heart Feelings is what normal is supposed to

feel like. As our spiritual heart opens more and more, we begin to

realize that all of the previous mental states that we believed were a

part of our normal day-to-day life are no way to live. Those mental

states will no longer feel as “normal” as they once did. 

When I reflect back over my life, I am amazed at what I used to call

normal. My old ways of living with a dominant mind that reacted from

the ego now seem quite crazy. Being in Open Heart state feels so

natural now, and filled with such peace, gratitude and joy.

As our spiritual heart continues to open, the quality and frequency of

True Heart Feelings in our everyday life will be improved. We are no

longer in a battle with our mind. Our mind becomes an ally and

support system carrying out the wisdom of our heart. Living with an

open heart soon becomes very normal and we come to realize that it

is the safest, most wonderful place to be. 

Please continue to enjoy Open Heart Meditation and the other

enjoyable exercises you learned in the Open Your Heart for Everyone

or Open Heart Workshops.
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We can train the mind to do different things.  We can even train the

mind to have more positive thoughts.  But for sure, we can never train

our mind to open our spiritual heart.  From my perspective, to think

that you can use your mind as the vehicle to open your spiritual heart

is like expecting an AM radio to pick up an FM signal. Our spiritual life

begins to flow and open to new depths of experience, when we

finally realize that, “We as a mind, are not capable of opening our

spiritual heart”.  Only True Source Love can open our heart. This

understanding is meant to be a realization that runs deep into the

fabric of our being. Without it we will be spinning our wheels and we

may think we are getting somewhere, but spiritually speaking, we are

not moving very far. 

The reason? By not relying on True Source Love to open our spiritual

heart we are relying on us. Now is the time for us to get very clear on

this because True Source Love is waiting to open our spiritual heart

beyond what we have ever experienced and to help us heal our

deepest wounds. True Source Love is waiting to bring us Home to who

we really are. This spiritual process can only unfold as we become

comfortable relying on True Source Love instead of relying on us.

U n d e r s t a n d i n g  t h e  K e y s  t o  H e a r t

S t r e n g t h e n i n g   

05
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How does it feel and what does it mean to you that only True Source

Love can open our spiritual heart?

How does your heart feel to realize the importance of relying on True

Source Love?  It would be wonderful for you to take a few moments

and be grateful to True Source for these realizations.

If you like you can journal about these self-reflections.

Strengthening Our Spiritual Heart

Heart Strengthening is important because it helps us change the mental

configuration that we have been accustomed to. Our typical configuration

is that the mind is dominant and we have emotional or judgmental

reactions to people and events unfolding in our life. In terms of our

spiritual growth, it is crucial for us to learn to live with an open spiritual

heart so that our mind can serve as a good friend carrying out the wisdom

from our heart.   You will notice when you enjoy Open Heart Meditation, it

begins with heart strengthening because this allows us to let go of the grip

of our dominant mind.  This also allows us to begin feeling True Heart

Feelings, as well as heart-felt gratitude to True Source for all gifts and

Blessings, both seen and unseen. It is profound when we can deeply realize

that these beautiful feelings exist because of True Source Love within our

heart. 
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begins with heart strengthening because this allows us to let go of the grip

of our dominant mind.  This also allows us to begin feeling True Heart

Feelings, as well as heart-felt gratitude to True Source for all gifts and

Blessings, both seen and unseen. It is profound when we can deeply realize

that these beautiful feelings exist because of True Source Love within our

heart. 

1. Close your eyes

2. Relax

3. Touch the center of your chest

4. Smile naturally, sweetly and freely

5. Smile to your heart without trying

6. Feel True Heart Feelings and realizing these feelings exist from

True Source Love within your heart

Feeling True Heart Feelings is not comparable to the sensations we

receive from our five physical senses. It is important not to focus on

strong sensations. If you do, your attention will keep your mind in

charge and limit the opening of your heart. 

This video offers a wonderful guiding to strengthen our spiritual

heart. I encourage you experience it regularly. 

The essence of Heart Strengthening consists of the following steps: 

Why do we close our eyes?

When we close our eyes, we are not distracted by visual stimuli in the

environment. This helps reduce the visual and mental processing that

tends to happen when our eyes are free to wander. Eventually you

will learn to enjoy your heart with your eyes open. 

Remember, you are not getting ready to do a technique or a method.

Be natural and do not expect anything or get ready for what’s next. 
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Why do we need to relax?

It is best for our spine to be comfortably erect

while sitting in a chair or on the floor. This allows

for the proper alignment that results in optimal

energy flow. While we do not want the body to be

rigid and stiff, it is important for the body not to

slouch.   

When we allow the whole body to relax, then our

brain will not block the connection to our heart. We

cannot relax by trying to relax. It happens when we

just let go and let it happen. If you are able to feel

your whole body relaxing, then it will be easier to

experience your heart.  

There are different levels of relaxation. As we progress in our

relaxation, our mind will feel that it is no longer observing the body as

much, and we will simultaneously feel every part of the body gently at

ease.

Accept that you don’t absolutely know the best way to let go and

completely relax.  If you think you can be absolutely in charge of that,

then there will be too much “doing” and you will limit the level of

relaxation. You will end up trying without realizing the subtle

expressions of your effort. 
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Why do we touch our heart?

We touch our heart in order to awaken and

activate our connection to our heart. We don’t

touch our physical heart; rather, we touch the

center area of our chest where our non-physical,

spiritual heart resides. Bring your hand to the

level of your arm pit and come straight across

until your hand reaches the middle of your chest.

This is where you will gently touch with one or

more fingers. The gentle touch will keep you

aware of the region of your non-physical heart,

allowing you to enjoy the feelings of calmness

and reduce distractions from your mind.  

People who have practiced certain types of meditation before, often

erroneously focus their mind on the point where their fingers are

touching.  Our heart wants to open, bigger and bigger, and cannot

be confined to a point. So do not focus or concentrate on a point.

The touching of the heart simply helps us better feel and enjoy true

heart feelings.

Why do we have to smile?

Smiling is like a switch that helps turn on the spiritual heart. This

allows a closed heart to begin to open, enabling us to experience

the peace within our heart. It is as if there are strings from the

corners of our mouth to the doors of our heart, and smiling literally

opens that door.
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This step is sometimes a challenge, especially if we have meditated

as a determined seeker, committed to conquering what is referred to

as, “The monkey mind that likes to jump from branch to branch.”

Many who have been engaged in certain types of mindfulness

practices may feel awkward with smiling as well. Smiling naturally

and freely can feel very different from the experience of meditating

with the goal of being more present as a mindful observer or witness.

Others have practiced systems that involve concentration, mantra,

energy circulation, or attempting to achieve a one-pointed mind. If

you happen to have a background in these types of meditation

modalities, I invite you to put aside previous ideas of how to

approach your meditation practice.

So why smile?  Smiling changes our mood. It helps to release

endorphins and increase the uptake of serotonin in our brain, which

ultimately improves how we feel. Smiling with sincerity will improve

our environment because smiling is contagious. People in grumpy

moods often feel better when they come into resonance with a

heartfelt smile. And if we are interested in our appearance, then

smiling definitely is attractive and makes us look good. Children tend

to smile much more frequently than adults and their smiles are more

joyful and free. That is one of the reasons they are so happy, joyous,

and less serious.

During Heart Strengthening, we are not going to just smile for the

sake of smiling. We are going to “smile sweetly, naturally, and freely

to our heart without thinking how.” Please remember not to “try” to

smile to your heart by visualizing your heart. Visualization or imagery

is a mental function and will block our ability to truly learn to enjoy

our heart. Once we are comfortable with smiling sweetly and freely,

it will be effortless to begin feeling our heart growing stronger and

more dominant.
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smiling definitely is attractive and makes us look good. Children tend

to smile much more frequently than adults and their smiles are more

joyful and free. That is one of the reasons they are so happy, joyous,

and less serious.

During Heart Strengthening, we are not going to just smile for the

sake of smiling. We are going to “smile sweetly, naturally, and freely

to our heart without thinking how.” Please remember not to “try” to

smile to your heart by visualizing your heart. Visualization or imagery

is a mental function and will block our ability to truly learn to enjoy

our heart. Once we are comfortable with smiling sweetly and freely,

it will be effortless to begin feeling our heart growing stronger and

more dominant.

This means that the True Heart Feelings such as peace, calm,

happiness and joy will also be growing within us. Our whole heart

and whole being begin to feel delightfully lighter. Any sense of

heaviness, density, and any problems or burdens become lighter.

Remember to allow your smile to be natural, gentle, soft, and free.

Let go of any seriousness or determination. Don’t try to figure out

how to “smile to your heart without thinking.” As you relax more and

keep smiling naturally and freely, the connection will automatically

happen. Allow it to just happen.  Recognize that you are not in

charge of making it happen. Remember how free and uninhibited a

child is when they smile or play. Your smile should be natural and

free without being self-conscious of your face.

Why do we feel?

It is very important for us to have a way to communicate to our heart,

to be able to clearly signal that we are open and ready to relax the

dominance of our mind, allowing our hearts to open. We need a

language of communication that allows us to say “YES” we are open

and willing for our spiritual heart to open.  Feeling is how we say

“YES.”
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We first experience this by relaxing and smiling, as this is the warm-

up and preparation.  But feeling is the key to allowing our heart to

open. Without feeling our True Heart Feelings, the heart cannot

properly open. Instead, it will stay in a state that we may think or

perceive as being peaceful or connected, but is actually very limited

compared to what is actually available to us. 

When we feel True Heart Feelings, the peace, calm, joy, and beauty

continue to grow. The expansion will continue to grow as long as we

feel these beautiful feelings. And when we realize that these feelings

exist from True Source Love in our hearts, our experience deepens

and becomes even more enjoyable. Feeling opens the door to our

spiritual heart, though as soon as we stop feeling them, we have

communicated that we want them to stop growing and expanding

within our hearts. As a result, the heart begins to contract.

In order to deepen your experience of True Heart Feelings, it is

important for us to feel without trying, expecting, or observing. Even

though we may think you are not trying, observing, looking, or

expecting, to some extent we likely are. We are in the process of

learning to let down our guard and to feel with spontaneity, like a

small child being loved by their mom or dad, when being loved by

them is all that matters. This is not for us to do formally or

mechanically, just freely. It allows us to start growing a safer, more

intimate relationship with True Source, our Creator, the Source of

Love and the Source of who we really are.

Enjoy Heart Strengthening not as an exercise but as a relationship

and wonderful opportunity to feel your True Heart Feelings.
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Enjoy Heart Strengthening not as an exercise but as a relationship
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• When we “try” to strengthen our True Heart Feelings, they

become weaker and fade. Trying makes our mind more dominant

• When we “expect” something to happen, we are in a mental

state that blocks our ability to properly experience our heart

because we are looking for “what’s next”

• When we “observe,” we become more distant from our spiritual

heart because our spiritual heart is accessed through “feeling”.  

 Sometimes people are very shocked when they realize that being

more mindful actually diminishes the feeling   

While enjoying heart strengthening, Open Heart Meditation and

the other enjoyable exercises you learned in Open Your Heart for

Everyone or Open Heart Workshops, incorporate the key points

that were explained in the different heart strengthening steps

including trying, expecting and observing less. 

Most importantly, let go of our formality with True Source so our

heart attitude toward True Source is like a child being loved by

their mom or dad, when being loved by them is all that matters.

HOME JOY

As a reminder, let us review how we limit True Heart Feelings:
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How was your experience?  Feel free to journal about it. Where

you able to feel less formal, more like a child being loved by their

parents?  If so, had did that feel?  If it was difficult to feel less

formal, please be patient as this can take time to get comfortable

with.

Note: For those who may not have felt what you think you should

have felt, please do not get discouraged. I promise you that you

have a spiritual heart�. The first time you tried to ride a bike or do

something new, it may not have felt natural.  As you get more

comfortable letting go of the tendency to try, expect, and

observe, your experience of your spiritual heart and feeling of

connection to True Source Love will improve.
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observe, your experience of your spiritual heart and feeling of

connection to True Source Love will improve.

Our Spiritual Heart is the Safest
Place to Be

Chapter 6 
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I would like to remind you why it is important to let go of our

dominant mind.  When our mind is dominant, we play out different

agendas in our life, based on the specific ways we get triggered.

Those triggers then become our reality, our truth, our story. We fail to

realize that how we react in various situations is directly related to

the stories we’ve created, and made up from the scripts we wrote

within our minds.  We think we're seeing and experiencing the world

as it really is. But in reality we're seeing the world through a lens

tainted by our limited experience.  We see the world as a reflection

of our “inner loop” or “story”.  It is easy to get set in our ways,

because that is what feels normal and makes up the fabric of what

we consider to be real and safe.

If we are truly interested in spiritual

growth and living a heart-centered

life, we must be willing to let go of

our old ways, along with limiting

concepts and habits. When our

dominant mind is running the show,

we create reactions such as worry,

dissatisfaction, arrogance, fear,

insecurity, greed, and so on. Our

mind also has a tendency to hold on

to resentment and judgment of

others can seem very normal.

O u r  S p i r i t u a l  H e a r t  i s  t h e  S a f e s t

P l a c e  t o  B e  

06
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Another reason it is important to let go of our dominant mind is

because we are not the center of the universe and the one who gets

the most toys does not win. We exist because we have been created

and letting True Source Love open our spiritual heart allows us to get

in touch with our Creator, the Source of who we really are. Yet even

if you realize this, the mind can still be very creative in coming up

with an assortment of reasons to convince us that it is not safe to

open our heart. The purpose of this chapter is to address these

concerns.

The following questions, hesitations or fears about opening our

spiritual heart have sometimes been shared by participants at Open

Heart workshops.  If we believe these to be true, then there is an

aspect of ourselves guarding and inhibiting our willingness to allow

our spiritual heart to open.

Will I get hurt by opening my heart?

If our mind is cautious, hesitant or fearful about opening our spiritual

heart, it is likely our mind is convinced that it is risky for the heart to

open. Our mind may trick us into believing that by opening our heart,

we can easily get hurt, wounded, or taken advantage of.

But what if we understood that when we’ve felt wounded in the past,

our spiritual heart was actually not open? And if our heart had been

open, we would have had access to our True Heart Feelings that

would have helped us through difficult times.
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People often erroneously relate opening their heart to being

emotionally involved with someone. If we examine our emotions when

we have felt hurt, we will likely find that there were attachments,

expectations, over-reactions, or unresolved issues associated with

that person or the situation. It was these emotional reactions that

caused the feeling of being “broken-hearted.” Feelings of

abandonment and rejection can be very painful and scary, but they

are not related to the opening of our spiritual heart.

HOME JOY

At some point in your life, one of your past relationships may have

resulted in your feeling hurt or even “broken-hearted.” Reflect on

those experiences caused by a painful relationship……

The emotional pain you felt was likely related to feeling a lack of

control, unmet expectations, or other ways you may have been

emotionally triggered by the other person.

Opening our spiritual heart does not cause us to have feelings of

hurt, abandonment or rejection. These emotions occur as a result

of our emotional entanglements with other people.  

Negative emotions are generated when our mind is dominant and

we go into an emotionally reactive state. They never originate from

within our heart.
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At some point in your life, one of your past relationships may have

resulted in your feeling hurt or even “broken-hearted.” Reflect on

those experiences caused by a painful relationship……

The emotional pain you felt was likely related to feeling a lack of

control, unmet expectations, or other ways you may have been

emotionally triggered by the other person.

Opening our spiritual heart does not cause us to have feelings of

hurt, abandonment or rejection. These emotions occur as a result

of our emotional entanglements with other people.  

Negative emotions are generated when our mind is dominant and

we go into an emotionally reactive state. They never originate from

within our heart.

This is why it is important for us to realize that opening our spiritual

heart is not the same as opening our heart to another person. It is

about opening our spiritual heart to and for our Creator so that we

can experience fulfillment and a deeper connection to who we

really are.

As our spiritual heart continues to open, we cease becoming co-

dependent with others.  We come into alignment with our deeper,

authentic, and genuine self while enjoying new depths of gratitude

and an intimate relationship with our Creator, the Source of

Unconditional Love.  This sacred relationship will never hurt us. 

Additionally, as we open our heart to and for True Source, our

relationships with others also improve as we learn to allow the Love

to radiate through us to those around us.

Take some time and be grateful to True Source that True Source

has complete Unconditional Love for every being, including us.

If I open my heart, will I still be able to say “no”?  Will others

take advantage of me?

Some of us have concerns that by opening our spiritual heart, we will

become overly generous, taken advantage of, or that we will lose our

backbone and won’t be able to say “no.” Let me assure you that this

is a very creative excuse by a dominant mind trying to remain in

charge of our lives. If we need to say “no,” it is more than acceptable

when the “no” is communicated from the heart and not a dominant

mind. We become less likely to say “yes” when we don’t feel it is the

best for us. We are able to discern what the best response is for the

moment we are facing. 
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When the spiritual heart is open, we can respond from the position of

our innate heart wisdom. We may feel the desire to give money to a

beggar in a given moment, yet at another time, it may not feel right

to do so.  It is the feeling and wisdom from our heart that guides us,

rather than a thought created by our mind. The thoughts we

generate when our heart is open are of a more coherent quality

compared to thoughts generated by our dominant minds. 

It is important to clarify that being guided by the feeling and wisdom

of our heart is not the same as following an emotion. Being led by

our emotions is what we have often done in the name of following

our heart. For example, we may confuse excitement along with lots

of kinesthetic sensations as being the same as True Heart Feelings.

When we let True Source Love open our spiritual heart, we remain in

balance and do not make poor choices. Irrational choices are often

the result of following emotions and this is different than following

the wisdom of our heart. When we follow emotions, a dominant mind

is in charge of the process.
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Will I pick up negative energy if my heart opens?

An open heart is the safest place to be.  On many occasions I have

had the opportunity to work with clients in rehabilitation facilities.

Even if they became extremely distressed or enraged, when I

remained grounded in my heart I am was negatively influenced by

the situation or by their energy. In fact, the open heart state helps to

change things for the better when nothing else seemed to have been

working to defuse their anger or distress. 

Conversely, if I was in my head and feeling defensive, I would be

communicating an unsafe feeling to them. This would exacerbate the

situation and put me at risk of being influenced by their negative

energy.  Yet many of us continue to believe that opening our heart is

a vulnerable and risky thing to do. Our minds are very tricky. 

Another fear people have is that if

they allow their spiritual heart to

open, they will pick up negativities

from others within the environment.

However, this is not the case. We do

not pick up negative energy or

absorb other people’s emotions when

our heart is open.

Describe how you feel about opening your spiritual heart knowing

that you can still be firm when situations call for firmness or that you

can say “no” if that is what is best.
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Our mind may have convinced us that it is important to stay in control

and that we must be in charge so we don’t get hurt.  In reality, that

defensive approach to living interferes with our ability to live a heart-

centered and fulfilled life.

I am sure you will find that opening your heart and allowing your life

to be guided by the innate wisdom of your heart will lead to a

positive transformation with many benefits. You will gratefully realize

through your personal experiences that living with an open heart is

the safest place to be. Your innate heart wisdom will guide you to

make better choices in your life and lead to an enhanced sense of

well-being.

We have all experienced what happens in a dark room when we turn

on the light. The darkness disappears. Despite our belief that we are

more protected with a closed heart the opposite is true. Can the

darkness outside penetrate a well-lit room? Can it ever take over the

light in the room so that the room becomes dark? Aside from the light

bulb burning out, the risk of darkness entering a well-lit room is a

non-issue. Our spiritual heart opens through a direct connection with

the Love and Light of True Source.  It is like turning on the light in a

room that is not well lit. Everything becomes clearer. The radiance of

True Source Love from our spiritual heart not only protects us, it can

heal our deepest emotional wounds.

We are actually more

negatively affected by

people and the environment

when we live reactively with a

protective armor and our

heart is closed, relying on old

ways, habits, and agendas.
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HOME JOY

How does it feel that opening our spiritual heart does not expose

us to picking up negative energy from people or the environment

and actually helps to protect us from negative influences?

How does this change your feeling about realizing the importance

of allowing True Source Love to open our spiritual heart even

more?

But what if I lose control?

The fear of losing control, or being controlled, is something we all

face at some point in our lives. We often feel safe with our familiar

old ways, even if they create mental discomfort, separation, and

emotional pain. We may have a fear of letting go of familiar habits

because we don’t know what will happen if we do. It is important to

realize that holding on to a need to be in control, or having things be

our way, is not a path that leads to our ultimate happiness. And

holding on to the need to be in control or to control a situation can

be exhausting and even physically debilitating.
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Our mind may think, “If I let go completely, I will cease to exist.” We

allow our mind to hold on tightly because we have a fear of losing

control. From the perspective of our dominant mind, we must strive

to maintain control; however, from the perspective of our spiritual

heart, the need to control is an illusion that keeps us separated from

our deepest purpose in life. We hold onto the idea of control

because we have convinced ourselves that this is how we remain

free to be “who we are”. But what we are protecting through this

false sense of control is not who we really are, but a limited

understanding that we created. It is like spending our life guarding

and defending a treasure, and then finding out it is not really a

treasure but something we just thought had great value. Only then

can we realize that this is holding us back from experiencing the

greatest treasure of all: our spiritual heart, the key to true

happiness, joy, and fulfillment and the key to our connection with

our Creator. 

Once the illusion is unveiled, we can see that by living with a

dominant mind, our life experiences lack the depth of fulfillment

that we can only experience when our heart is open. This is because

a mind that is dominant acts from a place of reactivity with the

need to defend its boundaries in order to maintain the false

perception of safety. Although the dominant mind may appear

“healthy” and have well-developed means of protecting itself, the

more it defends its boundaries, the more out of control it really is.

Yet we often don’t realize this because it appears so normal and it

is all that many of us have ever known.

When our mind is dominant, it prevents us from realizing the extent

to which we live in isolation, alone and disconnected from a truly

safe and intimate experience with True Source.
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treasure but something we just thought had great value. Only then

can we realize that this is holding us back from experiencing the

greatest treasure of all: our spiritual heart, the key to true

happiness, joy, and fulfillment and the key to our connection with

our Creator. 

Once the illusion is unveiled, we can see that by living with a

dominant mind, our life experiences lack the depth of fulfillment

that we can only experience when our heart is open. This is because

a mind that is dominant acts from a place of reactivity with the

need to defend its boundaries in order to maintain the false

perception of safety. Although the dominant mind may appear

“healthy” and have well-developed means of protecting itself, the

more it defends its boundaries, the more out of control it really is.

Yet we often don’t realize this because it appears so normal and it

is all that many of us have ever known.

When our mind is dominant, it prevents us from realizing the extent

to which we live in isolation, alone and disconnected from a truly

safe and intimate experience with True Source.

If you are still concerned about what will happen if your mind

becomes less dominant and your heart plays a larger role,

remember that you will be trading your burdens and distress for a

much more peaceful and joyful life.  You will not feel as if you lost

yourself, rather you will feel that you have lost the heaviness of your

problems and baggage. It will feel comforting, like you are coming

Home to who you truly are.

HOME JOY

Describe how this changes any concerns you may have had about

“What if I lose control?”

Hopefully any concerns that you may have had about opening your

spiritual heart have now been addressed.  

Do you agree that allowing your spiritual heart to open is a

wonderful gift?   If the answer is “Yes,” then it would be wonderful

to express this to True Source.
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After enjoying Heart Strengthening or Open Heart Meditation, be

grateful to True Source for the realization of how wonderful and

safe it is for our spiritual heart to open. (This can help reduce our

resistance, so that True Source Love can help us more and more in

deeper beautiful ways.)

How do you feel after being grateful to True Source for this

realization?   
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Fine Tuning Our Spiritual
Heart Experience

Chapter 7
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Since we have been functioning with our mind as the captain in

charge for such a long time, the experience of being mind-dominant,

judgmental and emotionally reactive is what most are accustomed

to. So please be patient: it will get easier! 

Before we proceed with some keys to improve our heart connection,

if you are thinking “I got it, I know how to do it already,” I will ask that

you exercise caution with this attitude. From my experience of

studying myself as well as teaching many participants during Open

Heart workshops, what you think “I already know” right now, is a

minute fraction of what is available.

For example, we may think "I know how to relax", or "I know how to

smile sweetly and freely," or "my heart is so open" or "I know how to

be grateful." But what if our level of relaxation, openness and

gratitude is less than 50 percent of the potential available to us? Our

thinking “I already know this” or “I am already doing this correctly”

can be like a box we form around ourselves. We do not want to be

like the fish in their tank, convinced it has experienced the ocean�.

F i n e  T u n i n g  O u r  S p i r i t u a l  H e a r t

E x p e r i e n c e

07
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In the past I would reach points and say, “Okay, I finally got it. This is it!”  

But it was not it, because there were far deeper and more beautiful

experiences that followed. Those times I thought, “This is it”, I was

building a “box” around the experience and limiting myself from

experiencing the depths of connection and enjoyment that was beyond

that. Since I now realize that I am capable of creating personal

limitations by forming a “box” around thinking I finally got it, I am happy

when I have a heart attitude that feels, “I do not know anything”.  This

has helped me to allow deeper spiritual experiences to unfold.  

HOME JOY

Feel what happens when you have the attitude, “I already know

how to call True Source”.  Now call True Source and note your

experience.
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Now be more spiritually humble and say “True Source, I am so

limited in my understanding” and call True Source. Note your

experience. How would you describe the difference?

Shifting into a humbler attitude and acknowledging that we are a

limited being, opens the door to feeling a deeper spiritual

connection because we are demonstrating a willingness to rely on

True Source Love rather than relying on how good we could get. 
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Now be more spiritually humble and say “True Source, I am so

limited in my understanding” and call True Source. Note your

experience. How would you describe the difference?

Shifting into a humbler attitude and acknowledging that we are a

limited being, opens the door to feeling a deeper spiritual

connection because we are demonstrating a willingness to rely on

True Source Love rather than relying on how good we could get. 

Benefits of Opening Our Heart and Living a Heart-Centered Life 

People report so many benefits related to the opening of their

spiritual heart. Let’s take a look at some of the benefits that people

shared: 

Deeper enjoyment of peace, joy, happiness and gratitude in life

Improved health by decreasing the negative effects of stress

Reduced emotional reactivity 

Less reactivity to stressful situations

Becoming more impervious to negative emotions

Eliminating the feeling of burnout and exhaustion 

Things previously perceived as stressors no longer have the same

stress-inducing effects

Reduction of conflicts in interpersonal relationships

Enhanced experience of intimacy and genuineness in

relationships

The ability to forgive those who have hurt us in any way

Becoming more patient and accepting of the imperfections in

others and in ourselves

Letting go of problems and burdens, especially the ones that are

beyond our control

An enhanced experience of heartfelt gratitude

The ability to establish healthier boundaries in our relationships

Letting go of sabotaging patterns

Recognizing and neutralizing unproductive belief systems

Letting go of self-centered tendencies that occur when the ego

is in charge 

Being more authentic and genuine

Enhancing our experience of meaning, purpose, and connection 
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HOME JOY

As we can see from the previous list, opening our spiritual heart

improves our lives in many wonderful ways.

Reflect on these benefits.  How has practicing Open Heart

Meditation or other heart practices you learned in the workshops

made positive changes in your life?  If so, what have those

changes been?

Enjoying the Practice

The wonderful benefits that people reported did not come from them

developing a better intellectual understanding about the heart.  The

benefits are a natural byproduct from combining “practicing and

enjoying” during Open Heart Meditation and other exercises from

Open Your Heart for Everyone or Open Heart workshops. 
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As we can see from the previous list, opening our spiritual heart

improves our lives in many wonderful ways.

Reflect on these benefits.  How has practicing Open Heart

Meditation or other heart practices you learned in the workshops

made positive changes in your life?  If so, what have those

changes been?

Enjoying the Practice

The wonderful benefits that people reported did not come from them

developing a better intellectual understanding about the heart.  The

benefits are a natural byproduct from combining “practicing and

enjoying” during Open Heart Meditation and other exercises from

Open Your Heart for Everyone or Open Heart workshops. 

Practicing without enjoyment will not suffice, because you will then

be practicing with effort, as if your practice is a chore you have to

complete or a task you have to achieve.  This is the wrong heart

attitude and will limit the opening of your heart. 

The key to “practice and enjoy” is related to our willingness to let go

of our seriousness and determination to succeed, accomplish or do

better.  That approach works great when studying to get a higher

grade for an entrance exam, but in regards to the opening of our

spiritual heart, it has an opposite effect.

Whether we realize it or not, when we are not really enjoying the

experience to the fullest, it means we are being too serious and

determined. That approach is based on thinking (consciously or

unconsciously) that it is up to us to do better, when in reality your

seriousness and determination is only getting in the way and blocking

a deeper experience from happening.

I understand seriousness very well, as that is how I used to approach

my meditation in the past. I thought that being serious showed my

diligence and commitment. From my personal experience, I am clear

that seriousness in our approach does not contribute on any level to

the true opening of our heart. In fact, it has the opposite effect.

Learning to let go of our seriousness and determination is a process

and comes easier for some than others.  So please be gentle with

yourself and do not beat yourself up if you are not experiencing what

you feel you should be experiencing.

As previously shared in this eBook, we are not the ones who open our

spiritual heart.  When we relax, smile and feel, it is the Unconditional

Love of True Source that opens our heart. Our feeling and enjoying

affirms that we are a willing participant, giving permission for our

spiritual heart to open through our connection with our Creator.
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Some people think “enjoying” means the fireworks are going to go

off and there is going to be a huge explosion of sensational joy. This

is not the correct direction, and if you happen to have increased

sensational experiences, following those stronger sensations will only

take you down a limited road. In regards to the opening of our

spiritual heart, deeper levels of enjoyment mean you are feeling

lighter, open, free and more peaceful, calm, joyful and grateful.  This

is not a stronger sensational experience, but rather an experience

that moves in the direction of sublime gentleness and sweetness.  

Another way we limit our experience is by getting ready for

something to happen. Instead of enjoying each step of our

experience, a part of us is on the edge of the seat waiting or

expecting something to happen next. We often approach our heart

practice as if it is a technique to be mastered or perfected.  This is

definitely the wrong perception and will lead you down a dead end

road.  What is unique about the heart based approach you have

learned through Open Your Heart for Everyone or Open Heart

Workshops, is that the spiritual journey is really not about self-mastery

or self-perfection.  I personally did that for over 25 years and am so

relieved and grateful to True Source to let that paradigm go.  
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expecting something to happen next. We often approach our heart

practice as if it is a technique to be mastered or perfected.  This is

definitely the wrong perception and will lead you down a dead end

road.  What is unique about the heart based approach you have

learned through Open Your Heart for Everyone or Open Heart

Workshops, is that the spiritual journey is really not about self-mastery

or self-perfection.  I personally did that for over 25 years and am so

relieved and grateful to True Source to let that paradigm go.  

It is clear to me that our spiritual journey is not about becoming a

more perfect spiritual being by us being in charge.  My conclusion

from having done that for years and years was that I was arrogant to

think I could do more for me than what True Source Love can do. If

we are not in charge of perfecting a technique than what are we

meant to really do?  We are surrendering into a sweet relationship

with our Creator, so that the Unconditional Love of True Source can

remove everything that is not of Love and bring us Home to who we

really are.

HOME JOY

How does this paragraph feel to your heart:  “If we are not in

charge of perfecting a technique than what are we doing?  We

are surrendering into a sweet relationship with our Creator, so that

the Unconditional Love of True Source can remove everything that

is not of Love and bring us Home to who we really are.”    It would

be wonderful to journal about what this means to you.

Before you begin your heart practice, exaggerate your seriousness

and determination. Act as if you are going to master this as a

technique that you have to do better.  Also get ready for

something to happen.  After doing this for a few minutes, note your

experience.
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Could you feel how being serious and determined, thinking you

will do it better this time, acting like you are going to master a

technique and getting ready for something to happen limits the

experience?  Hopefully it is clear how easy it is for us to get in the

way by attempting to be more in charge.  

When a child is happy and free, how serious are they approaching

the moment? Can you remember the natural spontaneous smile of

a child, or how a child plays happily without inhibition? 

Remember a time when you felt joy playing with a baby or petting

a puppy, or when you really got into eating an ice cream cone or

your favorite fruit. Can you remember how wonderful that was?  

How much preparation did it take? None. You just relaxed and got

into the moment. You did not think, “Now I have to be more serious

and prepare myself to eat my ice cream cone or to pet that

puppy.” You were spontaneous, natural, and in the present. This is

the approach that supports us when we are enjoying our heart

practices.
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When a child is happy and free, how serious are they approaching
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your favorite fruit. Can you remember how wonderful that was?  

How much preparation did it take? None. You just relaxed and got

into the moment. You did not think, “Now I have to be more serious

and prepare myself to eat my ice cream cone or to pet that

puppy.” You were spontaneous, natural, and in the present. This is

the approach that supports us when we are enjoying our heart

practices.

Now allow yourself to have heart attitude of “True Source I am so

limited in my understanding”.  Let go of any seriousness or

determination, and be more childlike rather than acting like a

disciplined meditator. Stop getting ready for something to

happen.  Let go of any ideas that this is about mastering a

technique and realize that this is about your relationship with

True Source, the Source of Unconditional Love. 

Reflect on this experience and compare the difference to the

above exercise when you were being more in charge.   Feel free

to journal about this in order to develop additional insights.
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Chapter 8 
Giving Credit Where is Due
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Chapter 8 
Giving Credit Where is Due

True Heart Feelings such as calmness, peacefulness, joyfulness,

happiness, gratitude, and love are natural feelings that exist because

our spiritual heart is directly connected to True Source. In our

deepest understanding, we come to realize that we are not the

originator of these feelings. They are radiating through our hearts

because of our spiritual connection with True Source, our Creator.

Gratitude for this realization helps us to be more spiritually humble

and creates an openness to experience True Source Love on deeper

and deeper levels.

This is a very important realization because without knowing it,

sometimes we act as if we are the source of the nice feelings we

experience.  When we do this consciously or unconsciously, it

reinforces the idea that we are the center of the Universe, and life

revolves around us. As a result, we can easily end up with

attachments to our hopes, desires and expectations and our thirst for

completion never seems to be quenched.

G i v i n g  C r e d i t  W h e r e  i s  D u e  

08

The good news is that we are not the

center of the Universe and we are not

meant to function as independent

agents wandering through the

Universe�  . We are spiritually

designed to be intimately connected

to our Source.  We are all learning

how to get out of the way so that we

are no longer resisting being Loved by

True Source Love completely.
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As we allow True Source Love to open our spiritual heart, we realize

that there is a Bigger Picture and that True Source has complete

Unconditional Love for every being, regardless of their past actions. If

there was ever a conditional quality to Unconditional Love, then it

never really was Unconditional�. The absoluteness of True Source

being a Source of Unconditional Love is very clear to the core of our

spiritual heart.

HOME JOY

After enjoying Open Heart Meditation or other exercises you

learned from the workshop, open your eyes and while remaining in

True Heart Feelings, with gratitude, read again the following:

True Heart Feelings such as calmness, peacefulness,

joyfulness, happiness, gratitude, and love are natural feelings

that exist because our spiritual heart is directly connected to

True Source, the Source of Unconditional Love and the Source

of our true self.  In our deepest understanding, we come to

realize that we are not the originator of these feelings. They

are radiating through our hearts because of our spiritual

connection with True Source, our Creator. Gratitude for this

realization helps us to me more spiritually humble and

creates an openness to experience True Source Love on

deeper and deeper levels.
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After enjoying Open Heart Meditation or other exercises you

learned from the workshop, open your eyes and while remaining in

True Heart Feelings, with gratitude, read again the following:

True Heart Feelings such as calmness, peacefulness,

joyfulness, happiness, gratitude, and love are natural feelings

that exist because our spiritual heart is directly connected to

True Source, the Source of Unconditional Love and the Source

of our true self.  In our deepest understanding, we come to

realize that we are not the originator of these feelings. They

are radiating through our hearts because of our spiritual

connection with True Source, our Creator. Gratitude for this

realization helps us to me more spiritually humble and

creates an openness to experience True Source Love on

deeper and deeper levels.

This is a very important realization because without knowing

it, sometimes we act as if we are the source of the nice

feelings we experience.  When we do this consciously or

unconsciously, it reinforces the idea that we are the center of

the Universe, and life revolves around us. As a result, we can

easily end up with attachments to our hopes, desires and

expectations and our thirst for completion never seems to be

quenched.

The good news is that we are not the center of the Universe

and we are not meant to function as independent agents

wandering through the Universe. We are spiritually designed

to be intimately connected to our Source.  We are all learning

how to get out of the way so that True Source Love can

complete us.

As we allow True Source Love to open our spiritual heart, we

realize that there is a Bigger Picture and that True Source has

complete Unconditional Love for every being, regardless of

their past actions.    If there was ever a conditional quality to

Unconditional Love, then it never truly was Unconditional.  The

absoluteness of True Source being a Source of Unconditional

Love is very clear to the core of our spiritual heart.

Enjoy a self-reflection on what this passage means to you. Feel

free to respond in your journal to any insights you are feeling in

regards to this.
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This would be a wonderful time to give credit to True Source

for so many Blessings, seen and unseen in your life.  Let your

giving credit to True Source for all the Blessings in our life be

an expression of your gratitude.  
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This would be a wonderful time to give credit to True Source

for so many Blessings, seen and unseen in your life.  Let your

giving credit to True Source for all the Blessings in our life be

an expression of your gratitude.  

Giving "Credit" to Others for Our Misery

It is important to note that most of us have a tendency for giving

credit to others for our pain and unhappy experiences.  We call this

“blame”.

If we are honest, we will find that there have been multiple occasions

in which we end up blaming people, places, or things for feeling the

way we do. When the mind is dominant, the tendency is to project

onto the environment the reasons for our emotional reactions,

judgments, or unhappiness. We believe our judgments of others are

real and justified; therefore we do not question our own arrogance

or projections.

When we take responsibility for our projections, we stop blaming the

world for the way we feel. Instead of directing credit or blame

toward people, places, or things, we take ownership of our

negativity. At that time, our mind is able to soften its dominance,

creating space to relax, smile and return to effortlessly experiencing

True Heat Feelings. The mind then loses its dominant control and the

spiritual heart becomes lighter and more open. And as we do this

more and more, the heart becomes strengthened and we find

ourselves getting pulled less often into daily dramas. We remain in a

warm peaceful state even if the world around us is hectic.

Blaming people, places, or things for our

unhappiness is a trap because our mind

remains dominant, and our spiritual heart is

in a contracted state. This actually happens

when we are in emotional or judgmental

reactions. The mind is dominant, and

therefore we are disconnected from our

True Heart Feelings.
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When we live with an open spiritual heart, we learn to become more

grounded in our heart and less vulnerable to non-productive

emotions. Judgmental reactions towards ourselves or others are

diminished. The heart field becomes stronger and it is uncomfortable

to leave it by participating in the emotional adventures or

interpersonal dramas the way we may have done previously. If we

begin to get pulled out of our heart-center, it feels as if True Source

Love is pulling us back to the ground of our heart because being

disconnected from our spiritual heart is not the way we are supposed

to live our life.

HOME JOY

It can be very beneficial for us to take an inventory of when and

how we blame people, events, or things for our dissatisfaction,

unhappiness or for not feeling the way we would like to feel.

This will allow us to develop a new level of awareness, thereby

decreasing the ways in which we project onto the world. When we

recognize this, we are less likely to get trapped in blaming life for

our unhappiness. This lessens the dominance of the mind over our

lives, so that instead of automatically going into a blame mode, we

allow ourselves the space to relax, smile, feel our True Heart

Feelings, and see the situation for what it really is. We can learn to

do this even in situations we find demanding or challenging

because we begin to value the connection of our spiritual heart

with True Source over our right to react and blame the world.

Following our heart allows us to use our free will to make positive

choices, so that our lives can be guided by the innate wisdom of

our hearts.
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Scan the last few months and see if you can get in touch with one

or more situations in which you blamed a person, event, or thing for

your frustration, agitation or unhappiness.

Who or what do you have a tendency to blame?

What do you say to yourself when you are in blaming mode? You

can journal this if you like.
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Following Heart Strengthening, Pray to True Source:

“True Source, please Bless my heart and remove the ways I

blame, the people I blame, and all related matters, and replace

everything with Your Love and Light.”  

Be grateful while enjoying True Heart Feelings so True Source Love

can remove the limiting pattern.  You can continue to repeat this

Prayer especially if you find yourself blaming people, places or

things. 
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It's Time to Stop Trying to Get
Good Enough 

Chapter 9
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Irmansyah Effendi, founder of Natural Way of Living, told me in 2003,

“Ed, the best version of you will never be good enough.  No matter

how good you get, you are going to eventually have to surrender

that, so why waste your time trying to perfect yourself and get

spiritually good enough�?” 

While this sounds like a difficult thing to hear, it was a phenomenally

great gift for me to receive. I felt like I had waited my whole life to

hear those words.  Up until this point in my spiritual journey, I was

trying to grow spiritually by being in charge of becoming the best I

could be. I was trying so hard to spiritually ‘get good enough’.  In my

honest assessment, I discovered that the reason I was focused on

being in charge of my spiritual progress was because I did not trust

that True Source Love can do more for me than I could do for myself.

I also did not understand the real meaning about the Unconditional

Love from our Creator that is present in every moment to give us the

best of the best. 

What Irmansyah shared now feels crystal clear.  I am so grateful to

True Source to let go of my illusionary spiritual ambition and attempts

to become spiritually perfect.  I am so grateful to realize that ‘being

Loved’ by True Source can and has done more for me more than

anything I am capable of doing for myself.

I t ' s  T i m e  t o  S t o p  T r y i n g  t o  G e t

G o o d  E n o u g h  

09
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Our Performance Based Conditioning

As children, most of us were told that we were good or bad based on

our behavior. At school, we were rewarded for our performance by

getting a treat or a star on our paper. We don’t realize the full extent

that we have been programmed to function under the dictates of a

performance-based model. It is often difficult to recognize this trap

we have fallen into because it is so ingrained in our lives. Our

performance-based perceptions affect our thinking, our desires, our

drive, and our beliefs regarding whether we are a success or a

failure.  

Without realizing, in our daily lives we are often in a performance

mode with a script running in the back of our mind saying, “How am I

performing?  Am I good or am I bad?”   When we believe we are

performing ‘good’, we may congratulate ourselves and have higher

self-esteem and self-worth, while the voice in the head says, “Wow,

you really are good”.   When we assess that we have performed bad

or not so good, we might become self-critical and any feelings of

positive self-esteem may fly out the window.  Since we have a strong

tendency to categorize our performance as good or bad, we also

have a tendency to judge people on how we perceive their

performance, actions and personality to be.

Can you 

see the

performance

trap?  

Can you

recognize

this in your

life?
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The Illusion of Being or Getting Good Enough

We tend to evaluate our performance in life.  When we are pleased

with what we said, how we acted or what we did, we give ourselves

higher ratings and we feel better. Our self-esteem, self-worth,

confidence, and sense of accomplishment are enhanced. The field of

psychology often considers these types of feelings to be the highlight

of positivity. Some may refer to these performance-based emotions

as happiness. Although people may think this is real happiness, I am

suggesting that these pleasurable emotions are generated from the

way the mind has judged and perceived an experience and have

nothing to do with the true joy and happiness that is experienced

when we allow True Source Love to open our spiritual heart. 

From my experience, these types of feelings related self-esteem can

stroke the ego but are actually very shallow compared to what is

available to us through our spiritual heart connection. Being

entrenched in a cycle of chasing or attempting to achieve greater

accomplishments can be seductive and even addictive. Life can

become a compelling drive in which we strive to do better and better

and achieve more and more according to our definition of what

success is. When we think that we have achieved what we set out to

do, we feel good about ourselves and what we accomplished. But

how long does that feeling last before we’re striving for the next big

accomplishment to fill our inner void of happiness and contentment

that can only be fulfilled through the doorway of our spiritual heart? 

I would like to clarify, that it is wonderful to feel confident in our life

skills and how we feel about ourselves. It is wonderful to have a good

job, along with many successes and accomplishments throughout our

life.
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do, we feel good about ourselves and what we accomplished. But

how long does that feeling last before we’re striving for the next big

accomplishment to fill our inner void of happiness and contentment

that can only be fulfilled through the doorway of our spiritual heart? 

I would like to clarify, that it is wonderful to feel confident in our life

skills and how we feel about ourselves. It is wonderful to have a good

job, along with many successes and accomplishments throughout our

life.

But if this is our primary focus and we forget to prioritize the

importance of our spiritual heart’s connection to True Source, then

from my perspective, we have turned our back on our Creator. We

are not listening to the deepest calling from the core of our being.

When our imagined success in life is related to our mind’s judgment

and our accomplishments are the focus of our lives, it can lead to

more and more arrogance as we tend to back in our own glory. In

order to feel that we are okay or that we are climbing higher up on

the imaginary ladder of success, we also have a tendency to look at

others as not being good enough or as being beneath us. The reason

is that if everyone reached the same level as we are, then to our

mind we would not be very far up on our imaginary ladder of

success. It is convenient to our ego to have others that can be

viewed as being “less than” or “not as good as” we are. This allows us

to perceive ourselves in a “more than” position or favorable light so

that our mind can confirm its “specialness”.  I feel that what I am

sharing is also the dynamic or the root behind racism, scapegoating

or feelings of superiority.
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When we compare ourselves to others, this often results in thinking

that we are better than or less than others. All of these judgment or

comparison-based experiences are significant obstacles to our

spiritual growth. When we are grounded in the experience of our

spiritual heart, judgment and comparison to others is a non-issue.

This is not to say that we do not have opinions about people or their

actions. It means that our opinions are not associated with

arrogance, aloofness, or judgmental energy.  When our spiritual heart

is properly open, we allow ourselves to be guided by innate heart

wisdom and this supports us in making productive decisions,

assessments, and conclusions.

As I shared in the opening paragraph of this chapter, I was

attempting to achieve spiritual success by climbing my illusionary

spiritual ladder, and by being in charge of becoming a more perfect

being. I was striving to achieve spiritual success based on my view of

what I thought that was. With heartfelt sincerity, I am sharing this

with you so that if you have been doing something similar to what I

had done, you can consider transforming your approach to your

spiritual journey. This essentially means that your priority is not about

trying to spiritually get good enough.  Your priority is a direct

relationship with True Source through your spiritual heart. Only then

the Love of True Source can be in charge of your spiritual

development, not your mind.

The Illusion of Not Being Good Enough

The flip side of thinking we have achieved positive accomplishments

on an earthly or spiritual level is when we think we have not done

enough or we are not good enough. In this case, we have not met

the standard we have set for ourselves.  
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The flip side of thinking we have achieved positive accomplishments

on an earthly or spiritual level is when we think we have not done

enough or we are not good enough. In this case, we have not met

the standard we have set for ourselves.  

From my experience, many people have

come face to face with a blockage that

they never realized was there until they

began to let True Source Love peel away

the limiting patterns in their heart. The

blockage that I am referring to is deep

down in the depths of our heart and it is

related to our feeling unworthy to be

Loved completely by our Creator. How do

you know that this blockage or limiting

pattern is within you? 

Our judgment can create negative performance-based emotions

such as insecurity, guilt, shame, un-worthiness, dissatisfaction,

inferiority, etc.  Whether we realize it or not, when we have these

feelings, we are in emotional pain.

If this did not relate to you in any way, then you would have no

resistance to being Loved absolutely and completely by True Source.

The good news is that this unworthiness in the deeper layers of our

heart can be dissolved by True Source Love.

We often feel bad because we are not being

as good as we think we should. In addition, if

our perceptions of happiness are related to

body image, job status, or financial situation,

we are at risk of feeling bad because

everything in life is in a state of flux. It is just

a matter of time before a big wrinkle on our

face appears or age starts to affect the

physical body. 
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That may be devastating to some, especially if their looks are linked

to their perception of how good they think they are.

We may feel good because of the things we can do well. And, we

may feel badly when others do the same thing, only better or faster

than we did.  This could lead to feelings of insecurity. Whether we

know it or not, we engage ourselves in an ongoing judgment process

that involves positive and negative judgments toward ourselves. This

process is also related to how we compare ourselves to others.

From 1975 to 2002, I was the one in charge of achieving spiritual

success by using my mind. I often had the experience of not being

spiritually good enough in God’s eyes because it felt as if there was

more I should be doing.  Although I engaged in a lot of volunteer

work, it felt like I was not doing enough or I should be serving more.

Even though I was disciplined in my daily meditation practices, spent

hours in meditation, and was able to easily be mindful and

experience the space between my thoughts, there was something

missing. I practiced yoga postures daily, fasted and ate a pure

vegetarian diet, but I did not feel pure enough. 
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vegetarian diet, but I did not feel pure enough. 

I was striving to “arrive” but was never able to feel a sense of

completion when I used my mind as the vehicle. It has been a great

relief to let go of the paradigm about being the one responsible for

my spiritual success.  I no longer feel I have to get spiritually good

enough.  I do not feel that is my responsibility.  My responsibility is

simple: to enjoy an intimate relationship through my spiritual heart

with True Source, the Source of Unconditional and the Source of who

I really am in the core of my being. Through this relationship, True

Source Love is responsible for my spiritual growth. I am simply

continuing to enjoy this sacred connection while getting safer and

relying on True Source Love in deeper and deeper ways. This allows

True Source Love to cancel and delete what needs to be removed, to

heal our deepest wounds, and to bring us Home to where we belong.

HOME JOY

As you reflect on your life, can you see the ways in which you were

indoctrinated into a performance based model that determined

whether you felt good enough or not good enough or if you felt

you were a success or a failure?  If you like you can journal about

this experience.
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Are you able to recognize that the satisfaction you received from

perceived accomplishments was short lived?

Can you see any aspects of yourself in which you feel you have

achieved spiritual success or that you feel spiritually not good

enough?  Reflect on this and if you like you can journal about that.

Are you aware that this is based on your own self-assessment of

your spiritual growth?

Have you been prioritizing your mind as the vehicle to help you

achieve spiritual success?
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Can you see any aspects of yourself in which you feel you have

achieved spiritual success or that you feel spiritually not good

enough?  Reflect on this and if you like you can journal about that.

Are you aware that this is based on your own self-assessment of

your spiritual growth?

Have you been prioritizing your mind as the vehicle to help you

achieve spiritual success?

How does it feel to your heart to let go of the performance based

model in which your mind thinks and acts as if it has to be in

charge of your perceived spiritual progress?

How does it feel to your heart to allow your relationship with True

Source to be the Source of your spiritual growth, and not using

your mind as the vehicle?

Our true relationship with our Creator is never performance based

or dependent on us being good enough. It is always based on an

Unconditional Love relationship that True Source has for every

being. How does it feel to realize this? It would be wonderful to

take some time and express your heart-felt gratitude to True

Source for this realization.  You can also write down what this

means to you.
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True Heart Feelings are not performance based. The peace,

calm, light, beauty, and joy we experience exist because

True Source Love is in our spiritual heart

True Heart Feelings do not have anything to do with our life

accomplishments, status, ranking, or our achievements.

Being able to access true heart feelings is not related to

how good we are or how perfect we can become.

We do not earn the right to experience True Heart Feelings.

They are our birthright to naturally experience because of

our Unconditional relationship with our Creator.  

1.

2.

3.

Reflect on the three important key points about True Heart

Feelings. What do they mean to your heart?

It is important to emphasize three key points about True

Heart Feelings:
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Feelings. What do they mean to your heart?

It is important to emphasize three key points about True

Heart Feelings:

This is another opportunity to be grateful to True Source that our

spiritual journey is not about being good enough, or not being

good enough.  It is about an Unconditional Loving relationship

with True Source, and never about us proving that we are

worthy of being Loved. 

It is such a profound joy for our spiritual heart to realize

what this all really means.

If you like you can journal about your experiences and any

insights.
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True Source, please Bless us all to realize that Your

Love is present in every moment to give us all the

best of the best and to bring us all  Home to who

we really are and to where we belong.

 

Amen
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